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Abstract
We show that there are an irrational rotation Tx “ x ` α on the
circle T and a continuous ϕ : T Ñ R such that for each (continuous)
uniquely ergodic flow S “ pStqtPR acting on a compact metric space
Y , the automorphism Tϕ,S acting on pX ˆ Y, µ b νq by the formula
Tϕ,Spx, yq “ pTx,Sϕpxqpyqq, where µ stands for Lebesgue measure on T
and ν denotes the unique S-invariant measure, has the property of asymp-
totically orthogonal powers. This gives a class of relatively weakly mixing
extensions of irrational rotations for which Sarnak’s conjecture on Möbius
disjointness holds for all uniquely ergodic models of Tϕ,S . Moreover, we
obtain a class of “random” ergodic sequences pcnq Ă Z such that if µ
denotes the Möbius function, then
lim
NÑ8
1
N
ÿ
nďN
gpScnyqµpnq “ 0
for all (continuous) uniquely ergodic flows S , all g P CpY q and y P Y .
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1 Introduction
In 2010, P. Sarnak [40] stated the following conjecture: Given a zero (topological)
entropy homeomorphism S of a compact metric space Y , we have
(1) lim
NÑ8
1
N
ÿ
nďN
gpSnyqµpnq “ 0
for each g P CpY q and y P Y . Here µ : N Ñ C denotes the Möbius function:
µp1q “ 1, µpp1 . . . pkq “ p´1q
k for any distinct prime numbers p1, . . . , pk and
µpnq “ 0 otherwise. Given a dynamical system pY, Sq, we will say that pY, Sq,
or simply S, is Möbius disjoint when (1) holds for all g P CpY q and y P Y .
Möbius disjointness has been proved in numerous cases of zero entropy dynam-
ical systems, see e.g. [3, 11, 16, 17, 18, 24, 25, 39].
One of motivations of the present paper is to consider a “randomized” version
of Möbius disjointness in which we are given another compact metric space X ,
a homeomorphism T : X Ñ X and a family pSxqxPX of homeomorphisms of Y
(the map px, yq ÞÑ Sxy is assumed to be continuous) and we aim at proving that
(2) lim
NÑ8
1
N
ÿ
nďN
gpSpnqx yqµpnq “ 0
for each x P X , g P CpY q and y P Y . Here S
pnq
x “ STn´1x˝. . .˝STx˝Sx for n ě 0
(S
p0q
x “ Id), so when X is the one-point space, clearly, (2) is equivalent to (1).
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An instance of such “randomized” version arises when we choose a continuous
function ϕ : X Ñ R and consider S “ pStqtPR a continuous flow on Y . Now, (2)
takes the form
(3) lim
NÑ8
1
N
ÿ
nďN
gpSϕpnqpxqyqµpnq “ 0
for each x P X , g P CpY q and y P Y (ϕpnqpxq “
řn´1
j“0 ϕpT
jxq). We can ask
now if we can find “parameters” pT, ϕq so that (3) holds for “all” S. Somewhat
surprisingly, the answer to such a question will be positive, whenever by “all”
we mean the class of continuous uniquely ergodic flows, see Theorem A below.
To explain better our approach, suppose that S acting on Y is Möbius
disjoint and, additionally, it is uniquely ergodic (such are most of examples
from the aforementioned papers). Assume that S1 is another uniquely ergodic
homeomorphism acting on Y 1. If S and S1 are topologically conjugate then
also S1 is Möbius disjoint. But both dynamical systems pY, Sq and pY 1, S1q
have unique invariant measures, ν and ν1, respectively, and it is natural to ask
whether already a metric isomorphism of measure-theoretic dynamical systems
pY,BpY q, ν, Sq and pY 1,BpY 1q, ν1, S1q implies that S1 is Möbius disjoint (BpY q
and BpY 1q stand for the σ-algebras of Borel sets on Y and Y 1, respectively). This
ergodic approach to study convergence (1), in fact, allows us to ask under which
measure-theoretic properties an ergodic automorphism W of a probability stan-
dard Borel space pZ,D, ρq has the property that the Möbius disjointness holds
for each homeomorphism S of a compact metric space Y which is a uniquely
ergodic model of pZ,D, ρ,W q. The latter means that the measure-theoretic
dynamical systems pZ,D, ρ,W q and pY,BpY q, ν, Sq, where ν is the unique S-
invariant probability measure, are measure-theoretically isomorphic (we recall
that by the Jewett-Krieger theorem, each ergodic W has a uniquely ergodic
model). As noticed in [11], this question has the positive answer if the different
prime powers of W are disjoint in Furstenberg’s sense. A generalization of the
disjointness of powers proposed in [6] (called AOP, see Subsection 3.1), allows
one to cover the case when such powers are not disjoint and, in the extremal
case, can even be isomorphic.
Each AOP automorphism has the property that all its uniquely ergodic mod-
els are Möbius disjoint. For example, the Möbius disjointness is known to hold
for each irrational rotation (e.g. [15]) but by [6] it follows that irrational rota-
tions enjoy the AOP property. Hence, the Möbius disjointness holds in each
ergodic model of an irrational rotation, e.g. in Sturmian models [8] or topologi-
cally mixing models [29]. Similarly, Möbius disjointness for zero entropy affine
automorphisms has been proved in [37], while the main result of [6] asserts
that all quasi-discrete spectrum automorphisms [7] enjoy the AOP property;
for Möbius disjointness itself of zero entropy affine automorphisms (which are
examples of automorphisms with quasi-discrete spectrum), see [37]. It follows
that Möbius disjointness holds in all uniquely ergodic models of zero entropy
affine automorphisms. Recently, in [19], the AOP property has been proved for
all unipotent diffeomorphisms of compact nil-manifolds. It can also be shown
that some examples from [27] and [42] enjoy the AOP property. The classes
of automorphisms we listed in this paragraph are examples of distal automor-
phisms [21], in fact, these are distal extensions of some totally ergodic rotations.
From that point of view, in the present paper, we will deal with the notion com-
plementary to distality. Namely, we will mainly consider (uniquely ergodic)
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relatively weakly mixing extensions [21] of irrational rotations, and the paper
is aimed at a study of the AOP property for them. Once the AOP property is
established, such relatively weakly mixing extensions of rotations will constitute
a new class of dynamical systems for which the Möbius disjointness holds in all
their uniquely ergodic models.
Let us describe more precisely the class of systems we intend to study. They
are of the following form:
(4)
Tϕ,S : pX ˆ Y,B b C, µb νq Ñ pX ˆ Y,B b C, µb νq,
Tϕ,Spx, yq “ pTx, Sϕpxqpyqq,
whereX “ T “ r0, 1q (mod 1), Tx “ x`α is an irrational rotation, ϕ : X Ñ R is
measurable and S “ pStqtPR is an ergodic flow acting on a probability standard
Borel space pY, C, νq. Under a weak assumption on ϕ, the skew products (4)
are ergodic [33]. Furthermore, if additionally ϕ is continuous then Tϕ,S is a
homeomorphism which is uniquely ergodic for each uniquely ergodic flow S.
Under some further assumptions on ϕ and S such extensions are relatively
weakly mixing extensions of T [33, 34]. For example, these assumptions are
satisfied when Tϕ is ergodic and S is weakly mixing. Recall that Tϕ is defined
on X ˆ R by the formula Tϕpx, tq “ pTx, ϕpxq ` tq and it preserves µ b λR;
we assume ergodicity of Tϕ with respect to this infinite measure. Furthermore,
since the cocycles ϕ we use are recurrent, the entropy of Tϕ,S will also be zero
regardless the entropy of S itself [15] (recall also that the AOP property implies
zero entropy [6]). Finally, we note that given g P CpY q if we set F px, yq “ gpyq
then
1
N
ÿ
nďN
F pT nϕ,Spx, yqqµpnq “
1
N
ÿ
nďN
gpS
pnq
ϕpxqyqµpnq “
1
N
ÿ
nďN
gpSϕpnqpxqyqµpnq,
where ϕpnqpxq “ ϕpxq`ϕpTxq` . . .`ϕpT n´1xq, which explains why the Möbius
disjointness (1) for Tϕ,S implies (3).
One of the main results of the paper is the following.
Theorem A. There are an irrational α P T and a measurable (even smooth)
ϕ : X Ñ R such that Tϕ,S has the AOP property for each ergodic flow S. In
particular, there are an irrational rotation T and a continuous ϕ : T Ñ R such
that “randomized” Möbius disjointness (2) holds for all continuous, uniquely
ergodic flows S, i.e.
lim
NÑ8
1
N
ÿ
nďN
gpSϕpnqpxqyqµpnq “ 0
for all x P X, g P CpY q and y P Y .
(For the proof, see Theorem 4.1, Corollary 4.17, Proposition 5.1 below.) We also
consider the affine case: ϕpxq “ x´ 1
2
and prove that Tϕ,S has the AOP property
for each ergodic flow S acting on pY, C, νq whose spectrum on L20pY, C, νq is
disjoint with Q, see Theorem 7.10 below.
Assume now that ϕ : X Ñ R is continuous and the homeomorphisms Tϕ,S
enjoy the AOP property for each (continuous) uniquely ergodic S. It follows
from Theorem A that if we fix x0 P X and set
(5) cn :“ ϕ
pnqpx0q “ ϕpx0q ` ϕpTx0q ` . . .` ϕpT
n´1x0q,
4
then for each uniquely ergodic flow S on a compact metric space Y , g P CpY q
and y P Y , we obtain
(6) lim
NÑ8
1
N
ÿ
nďN
gpScnyqµpnq “ 0.
Thus, pcnq is an example of a sequence along which the Möbius disjointness
holds for each uniquely ergodic flow S. By taking
(7) an :“ rcns, n ě 1,
and applying the standard suspension construction (see Subsection 2.7), we
obtain
(8) lim
NÑ8
1
N
ÿ
nďN
bpRanzqµpnq “ 0
for each uniquely ergodic homeomorphism R of a compact metric space Z (b P
CpZq, z P Z). In fact, we prove the u-disjointness, i.e. we prove (8) in which
µ is replaced by a multiplicative function1 or being more precise: for each
multiplicative function u : NÑ C, |u| ď 1, we have
(9) lim
NÑ8
1
N
ÿ
nďN
bpRanzqupnq “ 0
for each uniquely ergodic homeomorphism R of a compact metric space Z, each
b P CpZq,
ş
Z
b dρ “ 0 (ρ stands for the unique R-invariant measure) and z P Z.
Notice however that the existence of a sequence panq Ă Z for which the
subsequence version (8) of Möbius disjointness holds for each uniquely ergodic
homeomorphisms R is not surprising. Indeed, each slowly increasing sequence
panq of integers will do the same because the sequence pbpR
anzqqně1 will be
a bounded sequence which behaves like a constant sequence and (8) will fol-
low from the fact that 1
N
ř
nďN µpnq Ñ 0.
2 On the other hand, the existence
of panq for which (9) holds for each multiplicative u : N Ñ C, |u| ď 1, and
each uniquely ergodic R does not seem to be clear as there are multiplica-
tive functions whose averages do not converge: n ÞÑ nit “ eit logn for t ‰ 0, are
examples of such. Moreover, whenever
ş
Z
b dρ “ 0, the sequence pbpRranszqq dis-
plays an orthogonality behaviour along different subsequences pbpRrapnszq and
bpRraqnszq for different prime numbers p, q, namely, it will satisfy the assump-
tions of Kátai-Bourgain-Sarnak-Ziegler criterion (see Proposition 3.1 below).
Finally, as proved recently in [4], the AOP property implies a property similar
to (9) on a typical short interval. More precisely, it follows from [4] that the
following holds:
Corollary B. There is a Poincaré sequence panqnPN Ă Z
3 such that for
each multiplicative function u : NÑ C, |u| ď 1, we have
(10)
1
M
ÿ
Mďmă2M
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1H ÿ
mďhăm`H
bpRahzquphq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÑ 0, H Ñ8, H{M Ñ 0
1The function µ is multiplicative, that is, µpmnq “ µpnqµpmq for each m,n coprime.
2We would like to thank N. Frantzikinakis and B. Weiss for some fruitful discussions on
the subject. N. Frantzikinakis noticed additionally that the sequence prncsq with 0 ă c ă 1,
satisfies (8) for each uniquely ergodic R.
3A sequence panq is called Poincaré if for each ergodic automorphism R of a probability
standard Borel space pZ,D, ρq and each C P D, ρpCq ą 0, we have ρpR´anC X Cq ą 0 for
infinitely many n. Each ergodic sequence is Poincaré.
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for each uniquely ergodic homeomorphism R of a compact metric space Z, b P
CpZq X L20pZ,D, ρq and z P Z.
Proceeding as in [6], it follows that for each degree d ą 0 polynomial P P Rrxs
with the leading coefficient αd irrational, we have
(11)
1
M
ÿ
Mďmă2M
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1H ÿ
mďhăm`H
bpW ahzqe2πiP pahquphq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÑ 0
when H Ñ 8, H{M Ñ 0, for W a uniquely ergodic homeomorphism such
that pZ,D, ρ,W q has no e2πikα ‰ 1 as its eigenvalue, u as above and arbitrary
b P CpZq and z P Z.4
To illustrate (10), consider R being the rotation on Z “ Z{2Z “ t0, 1u,
Ri “ i ` 1, bpiq “ p´1qi, and z “ 0. The validity of (10) for these parameters
yields the following:
Corollary C. There is a Poincaré sequence panq Ă Z such that for each
multiplicative function u : NÑ C, |u| ď 1, we have
(12)
1
M
ÿ
Mďmă2M
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1H ÿ
mďhăm`H
p´1qahuphq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÑ 0, H Ñ8, H{M Ñ 0.
Note that no assumption on the convergence of the averages of u is made. (If
we assume that the averages of u are going to zero and u is real valued, then
(12) holds for any constant sequence panq [38].)
2 Basic notions: cocycle, Mackey action, Rokhlin
extension, joining
2.1 Mackey action associated to a cocycle
Let pX,B, µq be a probability standard Borel space. Let AutpX,B, µq denote
the group of (measure-preserving) automorphisms of pX,B, µq. Assume that
T P AutpX,B, µq is ergodic. Let G be a locally compact second countable (lcsc)
Abelian group and let ϕ : X Ñ G be measurable (we say that ϕ is a cocycle).
By Tϕ we denote the corresponding group extension:
Tϕ : pX ˆG,BpX ˆGq, µb λGq Ñ pX ˆG,BpX ˆGq, µb λGq,
Tϕpx, gq “ pTx, ϕpxq ` gq;
We provide quite explicit sequences satisfying the above (see Section 7). For example, if
α is irrational with bounded partial quotients and α, β, 1 are rationally independent then we
can take
an “
»–nβ ` npn´ 1q
2
α´
n
2
´
n´1ÿ
j“1
rβ ` jαs
fifl , n ě 1.
4We only need to show that the transformation R1 which is behind the sequence e2piiP pnq,
n ě 0, is disjoint from W as then R :“ W ˆ R1 is also uniquely ergodic and we can use
Corollary B. As a matter of fact the transformation R1 is a several step affine extension of the
irrational rotation by α :“ d!αd. Since W is disjoint with this rotation, it is also disjoint with
its compact group extension (which does not add new eigenvalues) [21].
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here λG stands for a Haar measure of G; hence,Tϕ preserves the measure µbλG
which is infinite if G is not compact. Note that pTϕq
kpx, gq “ pT kx, ϕpkqpxq`gq,
where
ϕpkqpxq “
$&% ϕpxq ` ϕpTxq ` . . .` ϕpT
k´1xq if k ě 1,
0 if k “ 0,
´pϕpT kxq ` . . .` fpT´1xqq if k ă 0.
Let τ “ pτgqgPG be the natural G-action on pX ˆG,µb λGq:
(13) τgpx, g
1q “ px, g ` g1q for px, g1q P X ˆG.
Then τ preserves the measure µb λG and for each g P G, we have
(14) Tϕ ˝ τg “ τg ˝ Tϕ.
We say that ϕ is ergodic if Tϕ is ergodic. In general, ϕ is not ergodic. For
example, if
ϕpxq “ θpTxq ´ θpxq
for a measurable θ : X Ñ G, i.e. when ϕ is a coboundary, then clearly Tϕ is not
ergodic as every set
(15) tτgpx, θpxqq : x P Xu, g P G,
is Tϕ-invariant. Fix a probability measure λ equivalent to λG and note that
now Tϕ and τ become non-singular actions on the probability (standard Borel)
space pXˆG,µbλq. Let Jϕ “ J pTϕq denote the σ-algebra of Tϕ-invariant sets
and pCϕ,Jϕ, κϕq denote the corresponding probability (standard Borel) quotient
space, called the space of ergodic components of Tϕ. Since (14) holds, τ also
acts on the space of ergodic components. This measurable and non-singular5
G-action is called the Mackey action of Tϕ (or of ϕ) and is denoted by Wpϕq
or Wpϕ, T q or even Wpϕ, T, µq if not expliciting the parameters may lead to a
confusion. The Mackey action is always ergodic. Note that the Mackey action
of an ergodic cocycle is trivial (the action on the one point space), while it is
the action of G on itself (by translations) when ϕ is a coboundary, cf. (15).
2.2 Essential values of a cocycle
Let T P AutpX,B, µq be ergodic and ϕ : X Ñ G a cocycle with values in an lcsc
Abelian group G. Following [41], an element g P G is called an essential value
of ϕ if for every C P B, µpCq ą 0, and every open V Ă G, g P V , there exists
N P Z such that µpC X T´NC X rϕpNq P V sq ą 0. By Epϕq we denote the set
of all essential values. In fact, it is a closed subgroup of G.
Proposition 2.1 ([41]). Tϕ is ergodic if and only if Epϕq “ G.
We will later need the following fact from [41].
5Given a G-action W “ pWgqgPG on a probability standard Borel space pZ,D, ρq, we say
that it is measurable if the map pz, gq ÞÑWgz is measurable and it is non-singular if for each
g P G, the measure ρ ˝Wg “ pWgq˚pρq given by pWgq˚pρqpAq :“ ρpW
´1
g Aq is equivalent to
ρ. Implicitly, all actions under consideration are measurable.
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Proposition 2.2 ([41]). Let K Ă G be compact and K X Epϕq “ H. Then
there exists B P B, µpBq ą 0, such that for each integer m ě 1, we have
µpB X T´mB X rϕpmq P Ksq “ 0.
A cocycle ϕ : X Ñ G is called regular if there exist a closed subgroup H Ă G,
a cocycle ψ : X Ñ H and f : X Ñ G measurable such that ϕ “ ψ`f ˝T ´f and
ψ is ergodic as a cocycle taking values in H (in fact, H must be equal to Epϕq).
In particular, when H “ t0u, i.e. when ϕ is a coboundary, then ϕ is regular.
Moreover, each cocycle ϕ : X Ñ G for which Epϕq is cocompact is regular.
A method to compute essential values is contained in the following.
Proposition 2.3 ([35]). Assume that T P AutpX,B, µq is ergodic and rigid,
that is, T qn Ñ Id (in L2pX,B, µq) for some increasing sequence pqnq Ă N. Let
ϕ : X Ñ G be a cocycle and suppose that the sequence pϕpqnqq˚pµq of probability
measures on G weakly converges to a probability measure P (on G). Then each
point g in the topological support of P belongs to Epϕq.
We will need to apply the above result when ϕ, ψ : X Ñ G are given and we
want to obtain some essential values for the cocycle ϕ`ψ out of Epϕq and Epψq.
The lemma below will be applied when the assumptions of Proposition 2.3 are
satisfied and ϕn “ ϕ
pqnq, ψn “ ψ
pqnq.
Lemma 2.4. Let pX,B, µq be a probability space, G an lcsc Abelian group with
an invariant metric d. Assume that ϕn, ψn : X Ñ G are measurable and taking
values in a compact set C Ă G. Moreover, assume that ψn takes values in
a finite set F Ă C, n ě 1. Assume that pϕnq˚pµq Ñ ν, pψnq˚pµq Ñ κ and
pϕn ` ψnq˚pµq Ñ ρ. Then for each h0 P suppκ there exists g0 P supp ν such
that h0 ` g0 P supp ρ. Moreover, for each g0 P supp ν there exists h0 P suppκ
such that h0 ` g0 P supp ρ.
Proof. (a) Let h0 P suppκ. Given n ě 1, let An :“ tx P X : ψnpxq “ h0u. By
taking subsets of An if necessary, we can assume that there exists c ą 0 such
that µpAnq “ c for all n ě 1. Again, by passing to a subsequence if necessary,
we can assume that
pϕn|Anq˚ pµq Ñ ν
1,
where ν1 is concentrated on C and ν1pCq “ c. Take any g0 P supp ν
1 (note that
supp ν1 Ă supp ν). Fix ε ą 0. Then (by the invariance of d under translations)
Bpg0,
ε
2
q `Bph0,
ε
2
q Ă Bpg0 ` h0, εq.
Since g0 P supp ν
1, there exist c1 ą 0 such that
lim inf
nÑinf
pϕn|Anq˚µpBpg0, ε{2qq ě c
1,
so for n large enough there existsA1n Ă An such that µpA
1
nq ě c
1{2 and ϕnpA
1
nq Ă
Bpg0,
ε
2
q. But ψnpA
1
nq “ th0u, whence pϕn ` ψnqpA
1
nq Ă Bpg0 ` h0, εq.
(b) Suppose now that g0 P supp ν. Fix ε ą 0. Then there exist c ą 0 and
An Ă X such that µpAnq “ c and ϕnpAnq Ă Bpg0, εq for each n ě 1. Now, we
have a partition
An “ An,f1 Y . . .YAn,fk ,
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where fj is the (unique) value of ψn on An,fj , j “ 1, . . . , k. Then, for some
1 ď m ď k, we have µpAn,fmq ě c{k (passing to a subsequence if necessary).
Now, the sets An,fm , n ě 1 “realize” h0 :“ fm. Repeat the proof of (a) to find
A1n Ă An,fm so that for g
1
0 P supp ν
2 (with
`
ϕn|An,fm
˘
˚
pµq Ñ ν2), we have
g10 ` h0 P supp ρ. But dpg0, g
1
0q ă ε whence g0 ` h0 P supp ρ (since the support
is closed).
2.3 The group of L8-eigenvalues
If W “ pWgqgPG is a non-singular G-action on a probability standard Borel
space pZ,D, ρq then a character χ P pG is called an L8-eigenvalue of W if for
some 0 ‰ f P L8pZ,D, ρq and each g P G,
f ˝Wg “ χpgq ¨ f ρ-a.e.
We will denote this group by epWq.6 When W is ergodic, we can assume that
|f | “ 1 and such an action is called weakly mixing if epWq consists of the trivial
character solely.
It follows that for automorphisms (Z-actions), say for Tϕ considered above,
the group epTϕq consists of c P S
1 for which F ˝ Tϕ “ cF for some F P L
8pX ˆ
G,µb λq. If ϕ is ergodic then c P epTϕq if and only if for some χ P pG,
χ ˝ ϕ “ c ¨ ξ ˝ T {ξ
for some measurable ξ : X Ñ S1, e.g. [33] (note that F px, gq “ ξpxqχpgq is the
corresponding eigenfunction).
Recall that for an arbitrary cocycle ϕ : X Ñ G (over an ergodic T P AutpX,B, µq)
the Mackey action Wpϕq “ pWgqgPG is ergodic. Moreover, we have (e.g. [33])
(16) epWpϕqq “ Λpϕq
:“ tχ P pG : χ ˝ ϕ “ ξ ˝ T {ξ for a measurable ξ : X Ñ S1u.
Note that when ϕ is ergodic then Λpϕq “ t1u.
Lemma 2.5. If χ P pG is an L8-eigenvalue of the Mackey action Wpϕ, T q, then
χ P EpϕqK, i.e. χpgq “ 1 for each g P Epϕq.
Proof. Since χpEpϕqq Ă Epχ˝ϕq (e.g. [35]; the equality holds if ϕ is additionally
regular), and Epχ ˝ ϕq “ t1u since χ ˝ ϕ is a coboundary, the result follows.
2.4 Rokhlin extensions
Assume that T P AutpX,B, µq is ergodic and let ϕ : X Ñ G be a cocycle. As-
sume moreover thatG Q g ÞÑ Sg P AutpY, C, νq is a (measurable)G-representation,
which we denote by S.7 We will always assume that S is ergodic. The G-
action S induces a unitary G-representation (Koopman representation, we will
use the same notation S to denote this representation) on L2pY, C, νq given by
6In contrast with the finite measure-preserving case, in the non-singular case, it may happen
that epWq is uncountable. It is however always a Borel subgroup of pG.
7Measurability can also be expressed by the fact that for each h P L2pY, C, νq, the map
G Q g ÞÑ h ˝ Sg is continuous (equivalently, it is weakly continuous).
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f ÞÑ f ˝ Sg. We denote by σS the maximal spectral type of S on the subspace
L20pX,B, µq of L
2pX,B, µq of zero mean functions. Then, the automorphism
Tϕ,S P AutpX ˆ Y,B b C, µb νq given by
Tϕ,Spx, yq “ pTx, Sϕpxqpyqq for px, yq P X ˆ Y
is called a Rokhlin extension of T .8 Note that for each k P Z, we have pTϕq
kpx, yq “
pT kx, Sϕpkqpxqpyqq, hence
(17) pTϕ,Sq
k “ pT kqϕpkq,S .
Proposition 2.6 ([30, 34]). Assume that S is ergodic. Then Tϕ,S is ergodic if
and only if σSpΛϕq “ 0.
Remark 2.7. It follows that if ϕ is ergodic then Tϕ,S is ergodic whenever S is
ergodic.
We will also need the following.
Proposition 2.8 ([34]). Assume that Tϕ,S is ergodic. Then c P epTϕ,Sq if and
only if for some χ P epSq, we have χ ˝ ϕ “ c ¨ ξ ˝ T {ξ for some measurable
ξ : X Ñ S1.
Remark 2.9. Assume that G “ Z and let Y “ Z{2Z “ t0, 1u with Spiq “ i` 1
mod 2 for i “ 0, 1. Then the only non-trivial eigenvalue of S is -1 (more
precisely, it is the character χpnq “ p´1qn) and it follows that (assuming that
Tϕ,S is ergodic) c is an eigenvalue of Tϕ,S different from an eigenvalue of T if
and only if
p´1qϕp¨q “ c ¨ ξ ˝ T {ξ
for some measurable ξ : X Ñ S1. Similarly, if Sy “ y`α is an irrational rotation
on T “ r0, 1q then c P epTϕ,SqzepT q for an ergodic Tϕ,S if and only if for some
k ‰ 0, we have
e2πikϕp¨qα “ c ¨ ξ ˝ T {ξ
for a measurable ξ : X Ñ S1.
Clearly, if S is weakly mixing, then the ergodicity of Tϕ,S implies epTϕ,Sq “
epT q.
Proposition 2.10 ([30]). If T is uniquely ergodic, ϕ : X Ñ G is continuous
and Tϕ is ergodic then Tϕ,S is uniquely ergodic whenever S is uniquely ergodic.
2.5 Joinings
Let T P AutpX,B, µq and R P AutpZ,D, ρq be ergodic. By a joining of T
and R we mean any T ˆ R-invariant measure κ on pX ˆ Z,B b Dq whose
projections on the coordinates are µ and ρ, respectively. The set of joinings
between T and R is denoted by JpT,Rq. By JepT,Rq we denote the subset of
ergodic joinings, i.e. the subset of those κ P JpT,Rq for which the automorphism
T ˆ R P AutpX ˆ Z,B b D, κq is ergodic. Following [21], T and R are called
disjoint if JpT,Rq “ tµb ρu.
8The map X Q x ÞÑ Sx :“ Sϕpxq P AutpX ˆ Y, µ b νq is a particular case of so called
Rokhlin cocycle, e.g. [14, 30, 33, 34].
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An obvious example of a joining is just the product measure µb ρ. Assume
now that T and R are factors of T P AutpX,B, µq and R P AutpZ,D, ρq, respec-
tively. By abuse of notation, we can assume that B Ă B and D Ă D. Assume
that κ P JpT,Rq. Then the measure pκ determined byż
XˆZ
F bGdpκ “ ż
XˆZ
EpF |BqEpG|Dq dκ
is a joining of T and R, i.e. pκ P JpT ,Rq, called the relatively independent
extension of κ [23]. Even if κ is ergodic, the relatively independent extension of
it need not be ergodic. Note that
(18)
ż
XˆZ
F bGdpκ “ 0 whenever EpF |Bq “ 0.
If U P AutpX,B, µq, U ˝ T “ T ˝U , i.e. if U belongs to the centralizer CpT q
of T , then U determines a self-joining µU P JpT, T q (in fact, µU P J
epT, T q)
given by the formula µU pA ˆ Bq “ µpA X U
´1Bq for A,B P B. Consider, as
above, an ergodic extension T P AutpX,B, µq of T . If the relatively independent
extension of µId is ergodic, i.e. if yµId P JepT , T q then we say that the extension
pX,B, µ, T q Ñ pX,B, µ, T q
is relatively weakly mixing. We also say that T is relatively weakly mixing over T .
In what follows, we will study automorphisms of the form Tϕ,S (as in Sub-
section 2.4). They are clearly extensions of T . There is a simple criterion for
the relative weak mixing in this situation:
Proposition 2.11 ([33, 34]). Tϕ,S is relatively weakly mixing over T if and
only if Tϕ,S is ergodic and S Ă AutpY, C, νq is weakly mixing. Moreover, if T
is disjoint from all weakly mixing automorphisms, ϕ is ergodic and S is mildly
mixing9 then Tϕ,S is disjoint from all weakly mixing automorphisms.
2.6 Joinings between Rokhlin extensions
Let G be an lcsc Abelian group. Following [32], we will consider algebraic
couplings of G which are subgroups H Ă G ˆ G whose projections on both
coordinates are dense. Assume that S “ pSgqgPG is an ergodic G-action in
AutpY, C, νq. By S b S we denote the product G ˆ G-action: S b S “ pSg ˆ
Sg1qpg,g1qPGˆG. It is considered with product measure ν b ν.
10 By pS bSq|H we
denote the restriction of the product action to H. Let
MpY ˆ Y ;Hq :“
tρ P PpY ˆ Y q : ρ is pS b Sq|H ´ invariant and both projections of ρ are νu.
ThenMpY ˆY ;Hq is a simplex whose set of extremal points is the setMepY ˆ
Y ;Hq of ergodic measures inMpY ˆY ;Hq. Denote by σS the maximal spectral
type of S on L20pY, C, νq.
9Mild mixing means that for no set A P B, 0 ă µpAq ă 1, we have
lim infnÑ8 µpT´nA△Aq “ 0.
10In fact, by ergodicity, MpY ˆ Y ;GˆGq “ tν b νu [32].
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Proposition 2.12 (cf. [32], Proposition 8). Assume that S is ergodic and H Ă
GˆG is an algebraic coupling of G. Consider ppSbSq|H, νb νq. The following
conditions are equivalent:
1. pS b Sq|H is ergodic.
2. pσS b σS ` σS b δ1 ` δ1 b σSq pH
Kq “ 0.
3. If χ, η P pG are eigenvalues for S then
pχ, ηq P HK ô χ “ 1 “ η.
Proof. Let p : pGˆ pGÑ pH be the dual map corresponding to the embedding of
H into GˆG. The kernel of this homomorphism is
ker p “ HK “ tξ P {GˆG : ξpHq “ t1uu.
The maximal spectral type of pS b Sq|H on L
2
0pY ˆ Y, ν b νq is equal to
p˚ pσS b σS ` σS b δ1 ` δ1 b σSq .
Hence we can obtain the trivial character in the image of p only for an eigenvalue
for S b S, belonging to HK (and such are only products of eigenvalues for S).
Corollary 2.13. If, additionally, H is cocompact and
pσS b σS ` σS b δ1 ` δ1 b σSq pH
Kq “ 0
then MpY ˆ Y ;Hq “ tν b νu.
Proof. Let ρ PMepY ˆ Y ;Hq. Then also pSg ˆ Sg1q˚pρq P M
epY ˆ Y ;Hq for
each g, g1 P G. Define
(19) rρ :“ ż
pGˆGq{H
pSg ˆ Sg1q˚ρ dppg, g
1qHq.
Then rρ is an SbS-invariant measure, whence rρ “ νbν. But by our assumption
and Proposition 2.12, it follows that
ppS b Sq|H, ν b νq is ergodic.
It follows that in the integral representation (19) of ρ˜ “ ν b ν all the measures
are H-invariant and ergodic and therefore they must be a.e. equal to νbν (since
νbν PMepY ˆY ;Hq). Finally, if pSg ˆ Sg1q˚ pρq “ νbν for some pg, g
1q P GˆG
then ρ “ ν b ν and the result follows.
Assume now that T P AutpX,B, µq is ergodic and let ϕ, ψ : X Ñ G be
cocycles. Fix λ P Je2 pT q and consider
ϕˆ ψ : pX ˆX,λq Ñ GˆG.
To underline that we have dependence on λ, we will also write pϕˆψqλ. Denote
by JpTϕ,S , Tψ,S ;λq the subset of JpTϕ,S , Tψ,Sq consisting of these joinings whose
restriction to X ˆX equals λ. Let
(20) Hλ :“ Eppϕˆ ψqλq.
Proceeding now as in [32], we obtain the following result.
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Theorem 2.14. Under the above assumptions, suppose that ϕ, ψ : X Ñ G are
ergodic and let pϕˆ ψqλ be regular. Then there exists an affine isomorphism
Λλ : JpTϕ,S , Tψ,S ;λq ÑMpY ˆ Y ;Hλq.
Directly from Proposition 2.12, Corollary 2.13 and Theorem 2.14, we obtain
the following.
Corollary 2.15. If additionally Hλ is cocompact and
pσS b σS ` σS b δ1 ` δ1 b σSq pH
Kq “ 0
then JpTϕ,S , Tψ,S ;λq “ tλb ν b νu.
2.7 Ergodic sequences and suspensions
Let G be an lcsc Abelian group.
Definition 2.1 (see e.g. [9]). A sequence panq Ă G is called ergodic if for each
ergodic G-action S “ pSgqgPG Ă AutpY, C, νq, we have
1
N
ÿ
nďN
f ˝ San Ñ
ż
Y
f dν in L2pY, C, νq
for each f P L2pY, C, νq.
To obtain ergodic sequence, one can use the following result.11
Proposition 2.16 (see e.g. [31]). If T is uniquely ergodic, ϕ : X Ñ G is con-
tinuous and Λpϕq “ t1u, i.e. the Mackey action Wpϕq is weakly mixing, then
for each x P X, the sequence pϕpnqpxqq is ergodic. In particular, the result holds
if ϕ is ergodic.
Proof. Since ϕ is continuous, so is χ ˝ ϕ for each χ P pG. Moreover, since
Λpϕq “ t1u, for each 1 ‰ χ P pG the (compact) group extension Tχ˝ϕ defined on
pX ˆ S1, µ b λS1q is uniquely ergodic [22]. It follows that for Gpx, zq “ z and
every px0, z0q, we have
1
N
ÿ
nďN
GppTχ˝ϕq
npx0, z0qq Ñ
ż
Gdpµb λS1q “ 0.
Therefore, whenever 1 ‰ χ P pG, for all x P X , we have
(21)
1
N
ÿ
nďN
χpϕpnqpxqq Ñ 0.
Assume that f P L20pY, C, νq. By the spectral theorem, for each x P X , we have
(22)
››››› 1N ÿ
nďN
f ˝ Sϕpnqpxq
›››››
L2pY,C,νq
“
››››› 1N ÿ
nďN
χpϕpnqpxqq
›››››
L2p pG,σf q
,
11For the ergodicity of sequences prncsq (0 ă c ă 1), see [9], and for the case of slowly
increasing sequence, see [10].
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where σf stands for the spectral measure of f (with respect to the Koopman
representation of S), i.e. the only measure on pG determined by
xσf pgq :“ ż pG χpgq dσf pχq “
ż
Y
f ˝ Sg ¨ f dν, g P G.
Since f P L20pY, C, νq and S is ergodic, σf has no atom at the trivial character 1,
and the result follows from (21).
Definition 2.2 ([22], p. 72). A sequence panq Ă G is a Poincaré sequence if
for each ergodic G-action S “ pSgqgPG Ă AutpY, C, νq and A Ă Y of positive
measure there exists n ě 1 such that νpSanAXAq is positive.
Remark 2.17. Each ergodic sequence is a Poincaré sequence.
In what follows, we will be particularly interested in ergodic sequences for
flows (R-actions) and automorphisms (Z-actions). If pknq Ă Z is an ergodic
sequence for automorphisms then clearly it will be an ergodic sequence for all
flows whose time 1 automorphism is ergodic.
To see some relation in the opposite direction consider the following con-
struction. Assume that R P AutpZ,D, ρq is ergodic. Consider ϕ : Z Ñ R,
ϕpzq “ 1 and let λ be a probability measure equivalent to λR. It F : ZˆRÑ C
is measurable and F ˝ Rϕ “ F µ b λ-a.e. then F is entirely determined by
F |Zˆr0,1q; indeed F pz, sq :“ F pR
´nz, s ´ nq, where n P Z is unique so that
0 ď s´ n ă 1. It easily follows that the Mackey action of Rϕ is the suspension
flow [13] rR “ p rRtqtPR of R, which acts on the space rZ :“ Z ˆ r0, 1s{ „, where
pz, 1q „ pRz, 0q, by the formula
(23) rRtpz, sq “ pRrt`ssz, ts` tuq.
This flow preserves the product measure denoted by rµ.
Remark 2.18. Note that if panq Ă R is ergodic then panq is uniformly dis-
tributed modulo 1. Indeed, a sequence panq is ergodic then
1
N
ř
nďN e
2πiθan Ñ 0
for each θ P Rzt0u (cf. the proof of Proposition 2.16). Hence ptanuq is uniformly
distributed on T by the Weyl criterion.
Remark 2.19. Assume that panq Ă R is an ergodic sequence. Then pransq is
a Poincaré sequence for each ergodic automorphism R. Indeed, if we take a set
A Ă Z of positive measure then for some an (arbitrarily large)
rµ´ rR´anpAˆ r0, 1{2qq X pAˆ r1{2, 1qq¯ ą 0.
It follows that µpR´ransAXAq ą 0.
As shown in [36], it is however possible that panq Ă R is an ergodic sequence
for flows but pransq is not an ergodic sequence for automorphisms.
3 The AOP property and multiplicative functions
3.1 Automorphisms with the AOP property
Let P denote the set of prime numbers. Following [6], T P AutpX,B, µq is said
to have asymptotically orthogonal powers (AOP) if for each f, g P L20pX,B, µq,
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we have
(24) lim sup
r‰s,r,sPP,r,sÑ8
sup
κPJepT r ,T sq
ˇˇˇˇż
XˆX
f b g dκ
ˇˇˇˇ
“ 0.
The condition above means that, intuitively, the prime powers of an automor-
phism become more and more disjoint. Clearly, the AOP property is inherited
by factors, therefore the AOP property of T implies its total ergodicity.12 As
shown in [6], all totally ergodic rotations enjoy the AOP property.13 For larger
classes of AOP automorphisms, see [6] and [19].
3.2 Orthogonality of AOP observables with multiplicative
functions
We will consider arithmetic functions, i.e. u : N Ñ C, u “ pupnqqnPN. Recall
that such a function ismultiplicative if upmnq “ upmqupnq whenever pm,nq “ 1.
Many basic arithmetic functions as the Möbius function µ or the Liouville λ
function are multiplicative.14 It is a general problem in number theory to show
that a given sequence panq Ă C is orthogonal to a multiplicative function u, i.e.
(25)
1
N
ÿ
nďN
anupnq Ñ 0 when N Ñ8.
The basic criterion to show such an orthogonality is the following version (see
[6]) of the Kátai-Bourgain-Sarnak-Ziegler (KBSZ) criterion.
Proposition 3.1 ([11, 26]). Assume that panq Ă C is bounded and
lim sup
r‰s,r,sPP,r,sÑ8
˜
lim sup
NÑ8
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1N ÿ
nďN
arnasn
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
¸
“ 0.
Then panq is orthogonal to any multiplicative function u, |u| ď 1.
Given a homeomorphism T of a compact metric space X , f P CpXq and
x P X , we are interested in the orthogonality of the observable pfpT nxqqně0
with u. For example, Sarnak’s conjecture (cf. (1)) claims that whenever T has
topological entropy zero then all observables as above are orthogonal to the
Möbius function.
To see a relationship of the KBSZ criterion with joinings, assume that T is
a uniquely ergodic homeomorphism of a compact metric space X (the unique
T -invariant measure is denoted by µ). Assume that pX,µ, T q is totally ergodic
and let x P X . Consider the sequence
(26)
1
N
ÿ
nďN
δpT rˆT sqnpx,xq, N ě 1,
12Ergodic rotations of finite non-trivial cyclic groups do not have the AOP property.
13Note that such rotations can have all non-zero powers isomorphic. However, when r, s are
growing, the graphs of such isomorphisms which yield ergodic joinings between T r and T s are
more and more “mixing”.
14Dirichlet characters are other examples of multiplicative functions. Also, for each t P R,
the function n ÞÑ nit is multiplicative.
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of probability measures on X ˆX . Any accumulation point κ of such measures
is T rˆT s-invariant, and by the unique ergodicity of T (and the total ergodicity
assumption), κ P JpT r, T sq. It follows that if we are able to show that T r and
T s are disjoint for r ‰ s sufficiently large then
1
N
ÿ
nďN
δpT rˆT sqnpx,xq Ñ µb µ,
whence
1
N
ÿ
nďN
fpT rnxqfpT snxq
“
ż
f b f d
˜
1
N
ÿ
nďN
δpT rˆT sqnpx,xq
¸
Ñ
ż
f b f dpµb µq “ 0
whenever f P L20pX,B, µq. It follows that the KBSZ criterion applies.
It turns out however that to apply Proposition 3.1 we do not need to obtain
that the only accumulation point of the sequence (26) is product measure. We
just need to show that when r ‰ s are large, such accumulation points are close
(in the weak topology) to product measure. This is guaranteed if the AOP
property holds (see [6] for details). In fact, the AOP property implies even
more:
Proposition 3.2 ([4]). Assume that T is a uniquely ergodic homeomorphism of
a compact metric space X such that pX,µ, T q enjoys the AOP property. Then
for each multiplicative u, |u| ď 1, each sequence pbkq of natural numbers with
bk`1 ´ bk Ñ 8 and each choice of xk P X, k ě 1, and f P CpXq,
ş
f dµ “ 0,
we have
1
bK`1
ÿ
kďK
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ÿ
bkďnăbk`1
fpT nxkqupnq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇÑ 0 when K Ñ8.
The above property is referred to as the strong u-MOMO property (in other
words AOP implies the strong MOMO property). As noticed already in [6],
from the strong u-MOMO property, we obtain the following:
(27)
1
M
ÿ
Mďmă2M
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1H ÿ
mďhăm`H
fpT hxqupnq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÑ 0
when H Ñ8, H{M Ñ 0, for each x P X and f,u as above.
We can extend the notion of strong u-MOMO property to arbitrary lcsc
Abelian groups by considering sequences of group elements. Fix a sequence
panq Ă G.
Definition 3.1. A uniquely ergodic G-action S of a compact metric space Y
(the unique invariant measure is denoted by ν) is said to satisfy the strong u-
MOMO property along panq if for each sequence pbkq of natural numbers with
bk`1 ´ bk Ñ 8 and each choice of yk P Y , k ě 1, and f P CpY q,
ş
f dν “ 0, we
have
1
bK`1
ÿ
kďK
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ÿ
bkďnăbk`1
fpSanykqupnq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇÑ 0 when K Ñ8.
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4 Lifting the AOP property by Rokhlin cocycles
4.1 The main result
Assume that T P AutpX,B, µq has the AOP property. Assume that G is an lcsc
Abelian group and let ϕ : X Ñ G be an ergodic cocycle. We are interested in a
sufficient condition on T and ϕ to ensure that the Rokhlin extensions Tϕ,S have
the AOP property for all ergodic G-actions S “ pSgqgPG.
Theorem 4.1. Assume that T has the AOP property. Assume moreover that
for each r ‰ s, r, s P P and arbitrary η P JepT r, T sq:
the group extension pTϕq
r ˆ T s is ergodic (over pT r ˆ T s, ηq);(28)
the Mackey action Wppϕprq ˆ ϕpsq, T r ˆ T s, ηq is weakly mixing.(29)
Let S “ pSgqgPG be an ergodic G-action on pY, C, νq. Then Tϕ,S has the AOP
property.
4.2 Remarks on total ergodicity
Recall that the AOP property implies total ergodicity. We will show now that
each of (28) and (29) also implies total ergodicity of Tϕ,S for each ergodic S.
Proposition 4.2. Condition (28) implies the total ergodicity of Tϕ,S for each
ergodic S.
Proof. Suppose that for some ergodic S acting on pY, C, νq, Tϕ,S is not totally
ergodic. Then for some prime number r, pTϕ,Sq
r is not ergodic. Since pTϕ,Sq
r “
pT rqϕprq,S and pTϕ,Sq
r is a factor of pT rˆT s, ηqϕprq,S , we obtain a contradiction
to (28), cf. Remark 2.7.
Note also that (28) implies the total ergodicity of Tϕ,S itself. Indeed, the
following holds:
Lemma 4.3. Suppose that R is a non-singular automorphism of a probability
standard Borel space pZ,D, ρq. Suppose that Rk is ergodic for all k P P. Then
R is totally ergodic.
Proof. Suppose that Rn is not ergodic for some n ą 1 and let n be the smallest
number with this property. Let A be non-trivial such that RnA “ A. Let
J Ă t0, . . . , n´ 1u be a maximal subset such that B :“
Ş
jPJ R
jA is of positive
measure. Clearly, RnB “ B and we claim that tRiBun´1i“0 is a Rokhlin tower.
Indeed, all we need to show is that µpBXRiBq “ 0 for i “ 1, . . . , n´1. In other
words, J ‰ J ` i mod n. However, if J “ J ` i mod n then RiB “ B which
contradicts the ergodicity of Ri by the choice of n (recall that 1 ď i ă n). Let
p be a prime dividing n. Then B1 :“ B Y RpB Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Rn´pB is a non-trivial
Rp-invariant set which contradicts the ergodicity of Rp.
Proposition 4.4. Condition (29) implies the total ergodicity of Tϕ,S for each
ergodic S.
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Proof. Suppose that e2πi{k is an eigenvalue of Tϕ,S . Take any primes r ‰ s such
that r “ s mod k. Since ϕ is ergodic, so is Tϕ,S and by Proposition 2.8, for
some χ P pG, we have χ ˝ ϕ “ e2πi{k ¨ ξ ˝ T {ξ for some measurable ξ : X Ñ S1.
Hence
χ ˝ ϕprq “ e2πir{k ¨ ξ ˝ T r{ξ and χ ˝ ϕpsq “ e2πis{k ¨ ξ ˝ T s{ξ.
If we fix any η P JepT r, T sq then we obtain
χ ˝ χpϕprqpxq, ϕpsqpx1qq “ ξ b ξ ˝ pT r ˆ T sqpx, x1q{ξ b ξpx, x1q
for η-a.e. px, x1q P X ˆX which contradicts (29), cf. (16).
4.3 More on non-singular actions, cocycles, and Mackey
actions
Throughout, we assume that G is an lcsc Abelian group.
Lemma 4.5. Assume that W “ pWgqgPG is a non-singular action of G on a
probability standard Borel space pC,J , κq. Let H Ă G be a closed subgroup and
assume that the sub-action pWhqhPH is ergodic. Let χ P pH be an L8-eigenvalue
for pWhqhPH . Then there is an L
8-eigenvalue rχ P pG of pWgqgPG such thatrχ|H “ χ.
Proof. By assumption, there is a measurable function F , |F | “ 1, such that
F ˝Wh “ χphq ¨ F for each h P H . Then, for each g P G, F ˝Wg is also an
eigenfunction corresponding to χ, so by ergodicity, F ˝Wg “ cg ¨F for a (unique)
number cg, |cg| “ 1. Now, g ÞÑ cg “ F ˝Wg{F is a measurable homomorphism,
whence there exists rχ P pG such that rχpgq “ cg, g P G. Since ch “ χphq for
h P H , the result follows.
Immediately from Lemma 4.5 we obtain the following.
Lemma 4.6. Assume that W “ pWgqgPG is a weakly mixing non-singular G-
action. Let H Ă G be a closed subgroup such that the subaction pWhqhPG is
ergodic. Then pWhqhPH is weakly mixing.
We will also need the following classical result.
Lemma 4.7. Assume that S “ pSgqgPG Ă AutpY, C, νq is ergodic. Let W “
pWgqgPG be a non-singular, weakly mixing G-action on pC,J , κq. Then the
G-action S ˆW :“ pSg ˆWgqgPG on pY ˆ C, C b J , ν b κq is ergodic.
Proof. We use Keane’s criterion (see [1], Theorem 2.7.1) for the ergodicity of the
direct product of an ergodic finite measure-preserving action and an ergodic non-
singular action. If by σS we denote the maximal spectral type of S on L
2
0pY, C, νq
then the product G-action SˆW is ergodic if and only if σSpepWqq “ 0. In our
case epWq “ t1u and since S is ergodic, σS has no atom at the trivial character.
Definition 4.1 ([14]). Given a non-singular G-action W on pC,J , κq and a
G-invariant σ-algebra A Ă J , the corresponding extension
(30) π : pC,J , κ,Wq Ñ pC{A,A, κ|A,W |C{Aq
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is called relatively finite measure-preserving (rfmp for short) if the Radon-
Nikodym derivative dκ ˝Wg{dκ is A-measurable for each g P G.
Remark 4.8 ([14]). If (30) is rfmp then
dpκ ˝Wgq
dκ
pcq “
dpκ|A ˝Wgq
dpκ|Aq
pπpcqq
for κ-a.e. c P C and every g P G.
Remark 4.9. Let H Ă G be a closed subgroup. It follows by Remark 4.8 that
if a G-extension is rfmp, then the corresponding H-extension is also rfmp.
Remark 4.10 ([14]). Let κ “
ş
C{A
κc dκpcq (where κ “ κ|A). It follows by
Remark 4.8 that extension (30) is rfmp if and only if κWgpπpcqq ˝Wg “ κπpcq for
ν-a.e. c P C and for all g P G.
Note that if the extension (30) is rfmp and the action W |C{A preserves the
measure κ|A, then W also preserves the measure κ.
Lemma 4.11 (see Lemma 5.3 in [14]). Assume that W “ pWgqgPG is an er-
godic, non-singular G-action on pC,J , κq. Let pZ,Dq be a standard Borel space.
Assume that γ is a probability measure on pCˆZ,J bDq whose projection on the
C-coordinate is ν and which is pWgˆIdqgPG-quasi-invariant. Assume moreover
that the extension
pC ˆ Z,J bD, γ,W ˆ Idq Ñ pC,J , κ,Wq
is rfmp. Then γ “ κb ρ for a probability measure ρ on pZ,Dq.
Proof. Writing γ “
ş
C
γc dκpcq and using Remark 4.10, we obtain that γWgc “
γc for κ-a.e. c P C (and all g P G). Since the map c ÞÑ γc is measurable, the
result follows by the ergodicity of W .
Let pC,J q be a standard Borel space. Denote by PpC,J q the space of
probability measures on pC,J q. Given a Borel G-action W on pC,J q and a
G-invariant σ-algebra A Ă J with a quasi-invariant probability measure κ, we
set
PpW ,A, κq :“ tκ˜ P PpC,J q : κ˜ is quasi-invariant, κ˜|A “ κ
and the extension pC,J , rκ,Wq Ñ pC{A,A, κ,Wq is rfmpu.
Lemma 4.12. Assume that Spiq “ pS
piq
g qgPG Ă AutpYi, Ci, νiq is ergodic for
i “ 1, 2. Assume moreover that W “ pWpg1,g2qqpg1,g2qPGˆG is a non-singular,
weakly mixing GˆG-action on a probability standard Borel space p rC, rJ , rκq. If
the G-subaction W |t0uˆG is ergodic then
tρ P PppSp1q b Sp2qq ˆW , rJ , rκq : ρ|
C2b rJ “ ν2 b rκ, ρ|C1 “ ν1u “ tν1 b ν2 b rκu,
where Sp1qbSp2q stands for the GˆG-action pg1, g2q ÞÑ S
p1q
g1 ˆS
p2q
g2 on the space
pY1 ˆ Y2, C1 b C2, ν1 b ν2q.
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Proof. Take ρ P PppSp1qbSp2qqˆW , rJ , rκq such that ρ|
C2b rJ “ ν2brκ, ρ|C1 “ ν1.
By Lemma 4.6, the subaction W |t0uˆG is weakly mixing. Therefore, since S
p2q
is ergodic, it follows by Lemma 4.7 that the (non-singular) G-action Sp2q ˆ`
W |t0uˆG
˘
on pY2 ˆ rC, ν2 b rκq “ pY2 ˆ rC, ρ|C2b rJ q is ergodic. In view of Re-
mark 4.9, theG-extension pY1ˆY2ˆ rC, ρ, IdbSp2qˆ`W |t0uˆG˘q Ñ p rC, rκ,W |t0uˆGq
is rfmp. By Lemma 4.11 (applied to W 1 :“ pSp2q ˆ
`
W |t0uˆG
˘
, ρ|
C2b rJ q and
γ “ ρ), we obtain that ρ “ ν1 b pν2 b rκq. The result follows now from the
equality ρ|C “ ν1.
Assume that T P AutpX,B, µq is ergodic. Let θ : X Ñ J be a cocycle with
values in an lcsc Abelian group J . LetWpθq “ pW pθqjqjPJ denote the associated
Mackey J-action on the space pCθ,Jθ, κθq of ergodic components of Tθ.
Let R “ pRjqjPJ Ă AutpZ,D, ρq be an ergodic J-action. We will need the
following.
Lemma 4.13 (Prop. 6.1, Remark 6.2 [14], Prop. 2.1 [33]). There exists an affine
isomorphism A : PpTθ,R,B, µq Ñ PpWpθqˆR,Jθ, κθq such that whenever E Ă D
is an R-invariant sub-σ-algebra, η P PpTθ,R,B, µq satisfies η|BbE “ µ b ν1,
where ν1 is R-invariant, then
(31) Apηq|JθbE “ κθ b ν1.
Remark 4.14. If θ above is ergodic then µbρ is the only Tθ,R-invariant measure
whose projections on X and Z are µ and ρ, respectively [30].
For ϕ, ψ : X Ñ G, we define ϕˆ ψ : X Ñ GˆG by
pϕˆ ψqpxq :“ pϕpxq, ψpxqq for x P X.
Lemma 4.15. Let ϕ, ψ : X Ñ G be ergodic cocycles. Then:
(i) The G-subactions Wpϕˆ ψq|t0uˆG and Wpϕˆ ψq|Gˆt0u are ergodic.
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(ii) Wpϕˆψq is weakly mixing if and only if the only character pχ, ηq P pGˆ pG
for which there exists a measurable ξ : X Ñ S1 satisfying
χpϕpxqqηpψpxqq “ ξpTxq{ξpxq
is the trivial character (χ “ η “ 1).
(iii) If Wpϕˆ ψq is weakly mixing, so are the subactions Wpϕˆ ψq|t0uˆG and
Wpϕˆ ψq|Gˆt0u.
Proof. (i) (see [14]) If F P L8pCϕˆψ , κϕˆψq satisfies F ˝ Tϕˆψ “ F and
F px, g1, g2 ` gq “ F px, g1, g2q for each g P G then F “ F px, g1q and F is
constant by the ergodicity of Tϕ.
(ii) Follows directly from (16) applied to θ “ ϕˆ ψ.
15In what follows, see Lemma 4.16 and the proof of Theorem 4.1 below, we will consider
the situation in which T is replaced by pT r ˆ T s, ηq (with η P JepT r , T sq) and then we will
consider the group extension pT r ˆ T sq
ϕprqˆϕpsq . Note that then the assumption (28) will
imply the validity of (i) with T replaced by pT r ˆ T s, ηq.
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(iii) This claim follows from (i) and Lemma 4.6.
Lemma 4.16. Assume that T, T 1 P AutpX,B, µq are ergodic. Fix η P JepT, T 1q.
Let ϕ : X Ñ G (ϕ1 : X Ñ G) be an ergodic cocycle over T (over T 1) such that
pT ˆ T 1, ηqϕ
16 and pT ˆ T 1, ηqϕ1 are also ergodic. Assume, moreover, that the
Mackey action Wpϕˆϕ1q “Wpϕˆϕ1, T ˆT 1, ηq associated to ϕˆϕ1 : XˆX Ñ
G ˆG is weakly mixing. Finally, let S “ pSgqgPG Ă AutpY, C, νq be an ergodic
G-action. Then the set
JpTϕ,S , T
1
ϕ1,S ; ηq :“ tη
1 P JpTϕ,S , T
1
ϕ1,Sq : η
1|BbB “ ηu
is a singleton (consisting of the relatively independent extension of η).
Proof. Notice first that JpTϕ,S , T
1
ϕ1,S ; ηq is a subset of PppT ˆ T
1qϕˆϕ1,SbS ,Bb
B, ηq. Note that the coordinate σ-algebras in pY ˆ Y, C b Cq (which are S b S-
invariant) yield two pT ˆ T 1qϕˆϕ1,SbS-invariant σ-algebras B b B b Ei, i “ 1, 2.
More precisely, JpTϕ,S , T
1
ϕ1,S ; ηq can be identified (cf. Remark 4.14) with
(32) P1 :“ tη
1 P PppT ˆ T 1qϕˆϕ1,SbS ,B b B, ηq : η
1|BbBbEi “ η b ν, i “ 1, 2u
and it is enough to show that P1 is a singleton. But, in view of Lemma 4.13,
the affine isomorphism
A : PpTϕˆϕ1,SbS ,B b B, ηq Ñ PpWpϕˆ ϕ
1q ˆ pS b Sq,Jϕˆϕ1 , κϕˆϕ1q
satisfies Apη1q|Jϕˆϕ1bEi “ κϕˆϕ1 b ν, i “ 1, 2, provided that η
1 P P1. More-
over, it is not hard to see that the assumptions of Lemma 4.12 are fulfilled (cf.
Lemma 4.15 (i)). The result follows.
4.4 Proof of Theorem 4.1
We want to prove the AOP property of Tϕ,S and to obtain it, we need to show
that (see (24))
lim sup
r‰s,r,sPP,r,sÑ8
sup
κPJeppTϕ,S qr,pTϕ,Sqsq
ˇˇˇˇż
XˆYˆXˆY
f1 b g1 b f2 b g2 dκ
ˇˇˇˇ
“ 0
if fi b gi P L
2
0pX ˆ Y, µ b νq, i “ 1, 2. In fact, since T is assumed to enjoy
the AOP property, we can assume that at least one of the functions gi is in
L20pY, C, νq. But then the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.16 applied
to T r, T s, ϕprq and ϕpsq instead of T , T 1, ϕ and ϕ1 will tell us that the only
members in JeppTϕ,Sq
r, pTϕ,Sq
sq are the relatively independent extensions of
ergodic joinings in JpT r, T sq. The result follows from (18).
4.5 A special case when T is a totally ergodic rotation
Let us consider now the special case of Theorem 4.1 in which T is a totally
ergodic rotation. Then T has the AOP property [6]. With no loss of generality,
we can assume that X is a compact metric monothetic group, Tx “ x ` α,
16ϕ is treated as if it was defined on pX ˆX, ηq: ϕpx, yq “ ϕpxq.
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where tnα : n P Zu is dense in X . The measure µ is then λX the Haar measure
on X .
We first repeat the argument from [27] giving rise to the full description of
ergodic joinings between T r and T s with pr, sq “ 1. For this aim, choose a, b P Z
so that ar ` bs “ 1. Fix u P X and consider
Au :“ tpx, y ` uq P X ˆX : sx “ ryu.
Then the map Vupx, y ` uq “ ax ` by settles a topological isomorphism of the
action of T r ˆ T s on Au and of T on X with the latter action being uniquely
ergodic. Hence, we described JepT r, T sq. Moreover,
X ˆX ˆGˆG “
ď
uPX
Au ˆGˆG
is a decomposition of X ˆXˆGˆG into pairwise disjoint closed sets invariant
under pT r ˆT sqϕprqˆϕpsq . Moreover, pT
rˆT sqϕprqˆϕpsq |AuˆGˆG is topologically
isomorphic to Tϕprqpr¨qˆϕpsqps¨`uq. Indeed, the isomorphism is given by J “
Ju : Au ˆGˆGÑ X ˆGˆG, Jpx, y` u, g, hq “ pax` by, g, hq. Finally notice
that if η P JepT r, T sq then pT r ˆ T s, ηqϕprq has, via the new coordinates given
by Ju, the form Tϕprqpr¨q. In view of Theorem 4.1, we hence obtain the following
result.
Corollary 4.17. Assume that T P AutpX,B, µq is a totally ergodic ergodic
rotation on a compact metric monothetic group X . Let G be an lcsc Abelian
group. Assume that ϕ : X Ñ G is a cocycle such that:
ϕprqpr ¨q is ergodic for each r P P ;(33)
the Mackey action W pϕprqpr ¨q ˆ ϕpsqpUps¨qq is weakly mixing(34)
for each r ‰ s, r, s P P and arbitrary U P CpT q.17 Let S “ pSgqgPG Ă
AutpY, C, νq be an ergodic G-action. Then Tϕ,S has the AOP property.
5 Smooth cocycles over a generic irrational rota-
tion
5.1 Smooth Anzai skew products having the AOP prop-
erty
In this section our aim will be to prove the following.
Proposition 5.1. Assume that f P C1`δpTq,
ş
T
f dλT “ 0, for some δ ą 0 and
it is not a trigonometric polynomial. Then, there exists a dense Gδ set of α
such that, for Tx “ x` α, we have
f prqpr¨q is ergodic for each r P P;(35)
W(f prqpr¨q ˆ f psqps ¨ `hq is weakly mixing for r ă s, r, s P P, h P T.(36)
17We recall that the centralizer of an ergodic rotation on a compact metric group consists
of all other rotations.
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As a consequence of Proposition 5.1 and Corollary 4.17, we obtain the fol-
lowing.
Corollary 5.2. Under the assumptions of Proposition 5.1, for each ergodic flow
S “ pStqtPR Ă AutpY, C, νq, the automorphism Tϕ,S has the AOP property.
Combining Corollary 5.2 with Proposition 2.11, we obtain the following.
Corollary 5.3. There are relatively weakly mixing extensions Tϕ,S of an irra-
tional rotation T which have the AOP property and are disjoint from all weakly
mixing transformations.
5.2 Proof of Proposition 5.1
Let f : R Ñ R (periodic of period 1) be in L2pTq, fpxq “
ř8
n“´8
pfpnqe2πinx.
Assume that f has zero mean and its Fourier transform is absolutely summable.
Let
fmpxq :“ fpxq ` f
ˆ
x`
1
m
˙
` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` f
ˆ
x`
m´ 1
m
˙
“ m
8ÿ
l“´8
pfplmqe2πilmx, for m ě 1.
Recall the following ergodicity criterion:
Theorem 5.4 (Theorem 5.1 in [2]). Suppose that there exist a sequence pqnq Ă
N and a constant C ą 0 such that
• qn
ř8
l“´8 |
pfplqnq| ď C}fqn}L2 for n ě 1,
• 0 ă }fqn}L2 Ñ 0.
Then there exists a dense Gδ set of irrational numbers α such that the corre-
sponding group extension Tf : Tˆ RÑ Tˆ R, where Tx “ x` α, is ergodic.
We will now prove a modified version of Theorem 5.4 (the proof follows the
lines of the proof of Theorem 5.1 in [2]):
Theorem 5.5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 5.4, there exists a dense
Gδ set of irrational numbers α such that the group extensions Tfprqpr¨q, where
Tx “ x` α, are ergodic for all r ě 1.
We will need the following lemma:
Lemma 5.6 ([2]). Given C ą 0, there exist numbers K,L,M such that 0 ă
K ă L ă 1, 0 ăM ă 1 and for each h P L4pTq if }h}L4 ď C}h}L2 then
µ
`
tx P T : K}h}L2 ď |hpxq| ď L}h}L2u
˘
ąM.
Recall also (see e.g. [28]) that given an infinite set tqnunPN Ă N and a positive
real valued function R “ Rpqnq the set
(37) A “ tα P r0, 1q : for infinitely many n we have |α´ pn{qn| ă Rpqnq,
where pn{qn are convergents of αu is residual.
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Proof of Theorem 5.5. For n ě 1, let
rfnpxq :“ qn 8ÿ
l“´8
pfplqnqe2πilx.
Fix r ě 1 and let gpxq :“ f prqprxq. Then for all m,
(38) gpmqpxq “ f prmqprxq.
Moreover, in view of the assumptions of the theorem:
• rfnpqnxq “ fqnpxq, whence } rfn}L2 “ }fqn}L2 Ñ 0,
• } rfn}L4 ď } rfn}L8 ď qnř8l“´8 | pfplqnq| ď C}fqn}L2 “ C} rfn}L2.
Therefore, by Lemma 5.6, for all n ě 1,
µ
´!
x P T : K} rfn}L2 ď | rfnpxq| ď L} rfn}L2)¯ ąM.
Let tDR : R ě 1u be a family of disjoint, closed intervals of the form DR “
rcR, dRs, where
dR
cR
“ 100 L
K
and 0 ă dR Ñ 0. Let pD
1
nqně1 Ă tDR : R ě 1u be
a sequence such that for all R ě 1, we have #NR “ 8, where
NR “ tn P N : D
1
n “ DRu.
Fix n P N. Choose kn, ln P N so that”
knK} rfln}L2 , knL} rfln}L2ı Ă rD1n Ĺ D1n,
where rD1n is a strict closed subinterval of D1n. This gives us two sequences
pknqně1 and plnqně1, such that
µ
´!
x P T : |kn rflnpxq| P rD1n)¯ ěM.
We fix now R ě 1. We claim that the set of numbers α such that there
exists an infinite subset NαR Ă NR satisfying the following two conditions:
(i) }knqlnα} ÝÝÝÝÑ
nPNα
R
0,
(ii) for n P NαR , we have
µ
´!
y P I :
ˇˇˇ
f pknqln qpT iknqln yq
ˇˇˇ
P D1n and
sgnpf pknqln qpT iknqln yqq is the same for 0 ď i ă r
)¯
ěM |I|
for every interval I such that |I| “ t
qln
, t “ 1, . . . , qln ,
is a dense Gδ subset of T. In view of (37), it suffices to show that the above
conditions describe a speed of approximation of α by rational numbers. This is
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clearly the case for (i). We will now deal with (ii). For 0 ď i ă r, we haveˇˇˇ
f pkqqpT ikqyq ´ kfqpyq
ˇˇˇ
ď
k´1ÿ
j“0
ˇˇˇ
f pqqpy ` ikqα` jqαq ´ fqpyq
ˇˇˇ
“
k´1ÿ
j“0
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
q´1ÿ
w“0
fpy ` ikqα` jqα` wαq ´
q´1ÿ
w1“0
f
ˆ
y `
w1
q
˙ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
“
k´1ÿ
j“0
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
q´1ÿ
w“0
ˆ
fpy ` ikqα` jqα` wαq ´ f
ˆ
y ` w
p
q
˙˙ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď
k´1ÿ
j“0
q´1ÿ
w“0
ω
ˆ
f, ikqα` jqα` w
ˆ
α´
p
q
˙˙
,
where p “ pln , q “ qln (recall that pln and qln are relatively prime) and ωpf, ¨q is
the modulus of continuity of f . With k and q fixed, the above quantity depends
only on the distance between α and p
q
.
We denote the obtained dense Gδ set of numbers α by YR and take Y “Ş8
R“1 YR. This set is again a dense Gδ. Pick α P Y and fix R ě 1. Let J be
an interval such that |J | “ t
rqln
for some t “ 1, . . . , qln . Then, for I :“ rJ , we
have |I| “ t
qln
, i.e. condition (ii) holds. Therefore
µ
` 
x P J :
ˇˇˇ
f prknqln qprxq
ˇˇˇ
P rD1n
(˘
ěµ
´!
x P J :
ˇˇˇ
f pknqln qpT iknqln rxq
ˇˇˇ
P D1n and
sgnpf pknqln qpT iknqln rxqq is the same for 0 ď i ă r
)¯
“
1
r
¨ µ
´!
y P I :
ˇˇˇ
f pknqln qpT iknqln yq
ˇˇˇ
P D1n and
sgnpf pknqln qpT iknqln yqq is the same for 0 ď i ă r
)¯
ě
1
r
¨M |I| “M |J |.
(39)
Suppose now that Epgq “ λZ for some λ P R. Let R ě 1 be large enough,
so that the set KR :“ rpDR Y p´DRqq is disjoint from λZ. By Proposition 2.2,
there exists a Borel set B with µpBq ą 0 and such that for all m ě 1, we have
µ
´
B X T´mB X
!
x P T : gpmqpxq P KR
)¯
“ 0.
Therefore, taking m “ knqln , in view of (38), we obtain
(40) µ
´
B X T´knqlnB X
!
x P T : f prknqln qprxq P KR
)¯
“ 0.
If now n P NαR then µpB△T
knqlnBq Ñ 0 by condition (i) (knqln is a rigidity
sequence for T ). If x is a density point of B then for an interval J , containing
x, with |J | “ t
rqln
, for some t “ 1, . . . , qln , we have µpB X Jq ą p1 ´
M
2
q|J |.
In view of (39), it follows that there exists a measurable subset An Ă B with
µpAnq ě
M
2
µpBq such thatˇˇˇ
f prknqln qprxq
ˇˇˇ
P rD1n for x P An.
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Let rAn :“ AnXT´knqlnB. Then, by condition (i), for n large enough, µp rAnq ě
M
4
µpBq. Hence
µ
´
B X T´knqlnB X tx P T : f prknqln qprxq P KRu
¯
ě µp rAnq ě M
4
µpBq.
This contradicts (40) and completes the proof.
Remark 5.7. It was shown in [27] that the assumptions of Theorem 5.4 are
satisfied for each zero mean function f P C1`δpTq, δ ą 0, which is not a trigono-
metric polynomial.
Theorem 5.8 (Cor. 2.5.6 in [27]). Assume that f P C1`δpTq for some δ ą 0
and it is not a trigonometric polynomial. Then, for a dense Gδ set of α P T,
we have: for arbitrary A,B P R, |A| ` |B| ą 0, any relatively prime numbers
r, s P N, any |c| “ 1 and h P R, the cocycle
ce2πipAf
prqpr¨q`Bfpsqps¨`hqq
considered over Tx “ x` α, is not a T -coboundary.
Proposition 5.1 follows immediately by Theorem 5.5, Theorem 5.8 and Lemma 4.15 (ii).
6 Applications – average orthogonality on short
intervals
6.1 Universal sequences panq for the strong MOMO prop-
erty along panq
Assume that T is a uniquely ergodic homeomorphism of a compact metric space
X with the unique T -invariant measure µ (hence T P AutpX,B, µq is ergodic).
Assume that G is an lcsc Abelian group and let ϕ : X Ñ G be continuous.
Assume moreover that S “ pSgqgPG is a continuous
18 uniquely ergodic G-action
on a compact metric space Y (with the unique invariant measure ν). It follows
that Tϕ,S is a homeomorphism of XˆY . According to Lemma 4.13, the simplex
of invariant measures for Tϕ,S is affinely isomorphic to PpWpϕq ˆ S,Jϕ, κϕq.
It follows that if Wpϕq is trivial then Tϕ,S will be uniquely ergodic. We hence
proved the following.
Proposition 6.1 (cf. [30]). If T , S are uniquely ergodic, ϕ : X Ñ G is contin-
uous and ergodic then Tϕ,S is a uniquely ergodic homeomorphism of X ˆ Y .
Using Proposition 3.2, we will now obtain the existence of universal se-
quences panq Ă G for which the strong MOMO property along panq holds for
all continuous uniquely ergodic G-actions. Such sequences will be ergodic by
Proposition 2.16.
Theorem 6.2. Assume that T is uniquely ergodic, ϕ : X Ñ G is continuous
and ergodic, and the other assumptions in Theorem 4.1 are also satisfied. Let
x P X and set an :“ ϕ
pnqpxq, n ě 0. Then each continuous uniquely ergodic
18I.e. the map pg, xq Ñ Sgx is continuous.
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G-action S “ pSgqgPG on a compact metric space Y satisfies the strong MOMO
property along panq.
In particular, each sequence pfpSanxqq (with f P CpY q X L
2
0pY, C, νq) is or-
thogonal to an arbitrary multiplicative function u, |u| ď 1.
6.2 From universal sequences for flows to universal se-
quences for automorphisms
So far the only cocycles satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 (and the
more the assumptions of Theorem 6.2) are smooth cocycles over some irrational
rotations. We will now show how to use them to obtain integer-valued sequences
universal for the strong MOMO property for uniquely ergodic homeomorphisms.
Remark 6.3. Note that if R is a uniquely ergodic homeomorphism of a compact
metric space Z, then the suspension rR is a continuous flow on the compact
metric space rZ and the flow is also uniquely ergodic.19
Let T be a uniquely ergodic homeomorphism of a compact metric space X
and let ϕ : X Ñ R be continuous and ergodic. Fix x P X , set an “ ϕ
pnqpxq.
Assume that we have the strong MOMO property along panq for the suspension
flow rR. If we fix f P CpXq, ş f dµ “ 0, and some δ ą 0 then we can find
F P Cp rZq, şF dpµb λr0,1sq “ 0, }F }8 “ }f}8, and
(41) F pz, sq “ fpzq whenever δ ď s ď 1´ δ.
Indeed, it is enough to set
F pz, sq “
$&%
s
δ
fpzq if 0 ď s ď δ
fpzq if δ ď s ď 1´ δ
1
δ
p1´ sqfpzq if 1´ δ ď s ď 1.
Choose pzkq Ă Z arbitrarily. Now, we have
1
bK`1
ÿ
kďK
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ÿ
bkďnăbk`1
F p rRanpzk, 0qqupnq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇÑ 0.
That is
(42)
1
bK`1
ÿ
kďK
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ÿ
bkďnăbk`1
F pRranspzk, tanuqqupnq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇÑ 0.
However, the sequence panq is uniformly distributed mod 1 (see Remark 2.18),
hence
1
bK`1
|t0 ď n ă bK`1 : tanu P r0, δs Y r1´ δ, 1qu| ă 3δ
if K is large enough. Hence, taking into account additionally (41) and (42), we
obtain that
(43)
1
bK`1
ÿ
kďK
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ÿ
bkďnăbk`1
fpRranszkqupnq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇÑ 0.
19The metric on Z ˆ r0, 1s{ „ is the quotient metric of the natural product metric on
Z ˆ r0, 1s. With this metric, the map ppx, sq, tq ÞÑ pRrtsx, ts` tuq becomes continuous.
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We have proved the following.
Corollary 6.4. Assume that T is uniquely ergodic, ϕ : X Ñ R is continuous and
ergodic, and the other assumptions in Theorem 4.1 are also satisfied. Let x P X
and set an “ ϕ
pnqpxq, n ě 0. Then each uniquely ergodic homeomorphism R of
a compact metric space Z satisfies the strong MOMO property along pransq.
In particular, each sequence pfpRranszqq (with f P CpZq X L20pZ,D, ρq) is
orthogonal to an arbitrary multiplicative function u, |u| ď 1.
7 Affine cocycles over irrational rotations. AOP
and the strong MOMO property
We continue to study the AOP property for automorphisms of the form Tϕ,S ,
where T is an irrational rotation. From now on, we assume that ϕpxq “ x´ 1
2
“
txu ´ 1
2
. This map is considered as a cocycle over an irrational rotation by α.
(Our analysis is true for a general (zero mean) affine cocycle ϕpxq “ mx ` c
with 0 ‰ m P Z but for simplicity of notation we will only consider the case
m “ 1.)
The cocycle ϕ : X Ñ R is not continuous, so the first task will be to show
how to bypass this inconvenience. In fact, ϕ is a continuous cocycle by a slight
extension of the base – in Subsection 7.1 we will show that studying ϕ over this
extension still yields the results we are interested in.
7.1 Lifting generic points in the Cartesian square
Assume that T and pT are uniquely ergodic homeomorphisms of compact metric
spaces X and pX, with the unique invariant measures µ and pµ, respectively.
Assume moreover, that π : pX Ñ X is continuous and T ˝π “ π˝ pT , in particular,
pX,T q is a topological factor of p pX, pT q.
Proposition 7.1. Assume that p pX, pµ, pT q and pX,µ, T q are measure-theoretically
isomorphic. Assume that T is measure-theoretically coalescent.20 Finally, as-
sume that each pair px, yq P X ˆ X is generic for an ergodic T ˆ T -invariant
measure. Then each pair ppx, pyq P pX ˆ pX is generic for some pT ˆ pT -invariant
measure. Moreover, if ppx, pyq P pX ˆ pX is generic for pρ then p pX ˆ pX, pρ, pT ˆ pT q is
isomorphic to pX ˆX, ρ, T ˆ T q, where ρ “ pπ ˆ πq˚ppρq.
Proof. Take ppx, pyq P pX ˆ pX and let px, yq :“ pπppxq, πppyqq. Assume that
(44)
1
Nk
ÿ
nďNk
δp pTˆ pT qnppx,pyq Ñ pρ, when k Ñ8.
Since px, yq is generic, for some measure ρ, we have
1
N
ÿ
nďN
δpTˆT qnpx,yq Ñ ρ, when N Ñ8.
20T is called coalescent if each measure-preserving map W on pX, µq commuting with T is
invertible. Equivalently, for each factor A Ă B if T |A is isomorphic to T then A “ B.
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By the continuity of π, for f, g P CpXq, we obtainż
XˆX
f b g dppπ ˆ πq˚ppρqq “ żxXˆxXpf ˝ πq b pg ˝ πq d pρ
“ lim
kÑ8
1
Nk
ÿ
nďNk
f ˝ πppT npxq ¨ g ˝ πp pT npyq
“ lim
kÑ8
1
Nk
ÿ
nďNk
fpT nxq ¨ gpT nyq “
ż
XˆX
f b g dρ.
Hence ρ “ pπ ˆ πq˚ppρq. By coalescence, π´1pBpXqq “ Bp pXq (modulo pµ), so
there exists a T -invariant set pX0 Ă pX such that pµp pX0q “ 1 and π|xX0 is 1-1. It
follows that pρp pX0 ˆ pX0q “ pρpp pX ˆ pX0q X p pX0 ˆ pXqq “ 1
since pρp pX ˆ pX0q “ pρp pX0 ˆ pXq “ pµp pX0q “ 1 (p pX, pT q is uniquely ergodic, so the
projections of pρ on both coordinates are equal pµ). Since π is 1-1 on pX0, π ˆ π
is 1-1 on pX0 ˆ pX0. Moreover, for Borel sets pA, pB Ă pX, we have
pρp pAˆ pBq “ pρpp pAX pX0q ˆ p pB X pX0qq
“ pρpπ´1pπp pA X pX0qq ˆ π´1pπp pB X pX0qqq “ ρpπp pA X pX0q ˆ πp pB X pX0qq
As pX0 depends only on pµ, it follows that pρ does not depend on the choice of
pNkq in (44), i.e. ppx, pyq is generic. Moreover, pX ˆX, ρ, T ˆ T q is isomorphic to
p pX ˆ pX, pρ, pT ˆ pT q. In particular, pρ is ergodic.
Remark 7.2. Proposition 7.1 remains true for Cartesian products of two dif-
ferent systems (the proof is the same). More precisely, we consider uniquely
ergodic extensions pTi of Ti, i “ 1, 2, where both T1 and T2 are coalescent and
isomorphic to pT1 and pT2, respectively. In particular, we can apply this to pow-
ers T r, T s knowing that each each measure-preserving map commuting with T k
commutes with T , for each k P Zzt0u.
Coming back to our affine situation, we consider X “ T, Tx “ x ` α,
an irrational rotation. Then we make ϕ : T Ñ R, ϕpxq “ x ´ 1
2
continuous
by considering ϕ in the coordinates given by a Sturmian system pX Ă t0, 1uZ
considered with the shift pT . More precisely, pX is given by the closure of the
names of 0 for the partition r0, 1{2q, r1{2, 1q of the circle, see [8] for details.
Now, the Sturmian system p pX, pT q is uniquely ergodic (with the unique invariant
measure pµ). Set pϕppxq :“ ϕpπppxqq which is a continuous cocycle on pX. Note that:
• the map ppx, yq ÞÑ pπppxq, yq settles a natural factor map from pT pϕ,S to Tϕ,S ,
for each S,
• pT pϕ,S is uniquely ergodic whenever S is uniquely ergodic (in view of Propo-
sition 2.10), and the map ppx, yq ÞÑ pπppxq, yq becomes a measure-theoretic
isomorphism.
Notice that
(45) pϕpnqppxq “ ϕpnqpπppxqq.
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Using Proposition 7.1, we can also see that if px, xq is a generic point for an
ergodic T r ˆ T s-invariant measure ρ then so is ppx, pxq for pT r ˆ pT s (πppxq “ x).
Moreover, if ppx, yq, px, yqq is generic for pTϕ,Sq
r
ˆ pTϕ,Sq
s
for a unique measurerρ satisfying rρ|XˆX “ ρ, also pppx, yq, ppx, yqq is generic for ´pT pϕ,S¯r ˆ ´pT pϕ,S¯s.
7.2 Ergodicity of ϕprqpr¨q
We assume that ϕpxq “ txu ´ 1
2
. Then for each r ě 1, we have
ϕprqprxq “
r´1ÿ
j“0
ˆ
trx ` jαu ´
1
2
˙
“
r´1ÿ
j“0
ˆ
rx ` jα´ rrx´ jαs ´
1
2
˙
“ r2x´
r´1ÿ
j“0
rrx` jαs `
rpr ´ 1q
2
α.
It follows that
(46) ϕprqprxq “ Θrpxq ´Ψrpxq,
where
(47) Θrx “ r
2x´
r2
2
, Ψrpxq “
r´1ÿ
j“1
rrx ` jαs ´
rpr ´ 1q
2
pα` 1q.
Note that the first cocycle is real valued, while the second one takes values in
rpr´1q
2
α` Z. Each of them is of bounded variation and has zero mean.
Remark 7.3. Our main idea is now to consider Θ
pqnq
r and Ψ
pqnq
r , n ě 1, where
pqnq is the sequence of denominators of α. Then, by the Denjoy-Koksma in-
equality, the distributions of the above random variables are contained in a
bounded subset of R. It is well known, e.g. [32, 35], that any limit point of´
Θ
pqnq
r
¯
˚
is an absolutely continuous measure. The values of Ψ
pqnq
r , by passing
to a subsequence if necessary, are taken in a fixed finite set. In other words, we
are in the situation of Lemma 2.4.
Consider the set ttjαu : j “ 0, 1, . . . , r ´ 1u. Then, order this set so that:
1´ tj0αu ă 1´ tj2αu ă . . . ă 1´ tjr´1αu.
It follows that Ψr is a step cocycle and the discontinuities of Ψr are the points
k ´ tj0αu
r
ă
k ´ tj1αu
r
ă . . . ă
k ´ tjr´1αu
r
, k “ 1, . . . , r.
At each of the above point the jump is equal to 1 or to ´pr ´ 1q.
Remark 7.4. Assume that α has bounded partial quotients. The crucial obser-
vation is that in this case the points k´tjℓαu
r
, k “ 1, . . . , r, ℓ “ 0, 1, . . . , r´ 1 are
badly approximated by α, e.g. [12, 20]. In other words, the intervals whose end-
points are the consecutive discontinuities of the cocycle Ψ
pqnq
r are all of length
“comparable” with 1
qn
. It easily follows that if κ is a limit point of the set
t
´
Ψ
pqnq
r
¯
˚
: n ě 1u, then it has an atom at a (even non-zero) member of the
set F (see Remark 7.3).
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By Remark 7.3 and Remark 7.4, we obtain that the topological support of a
limit point of
!´
Θ
pqnq
r ´Ψ
pqnq
r
¯
˚
: n ě 1
)
contains a translation of an uncount-
able subset of R. In this way, we have proved the following.
Proposition 7.5. If α has bounded partial quotients, then ϕprqpr¨q is ergodic
for each r ě 1.
It follows immediately that all cocycles of the form ϕpsqps ¨ `cq are also
ergodic.
7.3 Regularity of pϕprqpr¨q, ϕpsqps¨qq
Our aim will be now to study the cocycles
(48) pϕprqpr¨q, ϕpsqps¨qq “ pΘr,Θsq ´ pΨr,Ψsq
taking values in R2, r, s P N. We will constantly assume that α has bounded
partial quotients.
Note that s2x´ s
2
2
“ s
2
r2
pr2x´ r
2
2
q, so pΘr,ΘsqpTq Ă Pr,s, where
Pr,s :“
"ˆ
t,
s2
r2
t
˙
: t P R
*
is a closed subgroup of R2. By examining the sequence
`
pΘr,Θsq
pqnq
˘
˚
, n ě 1,
it is not hard to see that each limit point of such distributions is an absolutely
continuous measure on the line Pr,s. It easily follows that EppΘr,Θsqq “ Pr,s.
In order to study pΨr,Ψsq, we need first the following observation.
Lemma 7.6. Assume that pr, sq “ 1 Then the non-zero discontinuity points:
k ´ tjℓαu
r
,
k1 ´ tj1ℓαu
s
, ℓ “ 0, 1, . . . , r ´ 1,
for Ψ
pqnq
r and Ψ
pqnq
s , respectively, are pairwise different.
Proof. Suppose that m´tjαu
r
“ u´tkαu
s
with m,u P Z. It follows that
spjα´ rjαsq ´ rpkα ´ rkαsq “ sm´ ru,
whence sjα ´ rkα P Z. If j ‰ 0 or k ‰ 0, this is possible only if sj “ rk.
But pr, sq “ 1 implies s  k and r  j and we seek solution for 0 ď j ă r and
0 ď k ă s, a contradiction. Similar argument works in case j “ k “ 0 and
either m ‰ r or u ‰ s.
It now again will follow from the analysis of limit points of the distributions`
pΨr,Ψsq
pqnq
˘
˚
, n ě 1, that there is a non-zero point in the topological support
of a limit of such distributions. Taking into account the form of closed subgroups
of R2, Lemma 2.4 and setting
(49) Hr,s :“ Eppϕ
prqpr¨q, ϕpsqps¨qqq
we obtain the following.
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Proposition 7.7. Assume that α has bounded partial quotients and pr, sq “ 1.
Then there exists 0 ‰ d P R such that
Hr,s “ Pr,s ` pdZ, 0q.
In particular, pϕprqpr¨q, ϕpsqps¨qq is regular.
Proof. We have already shown that for some d1 ‰ 0, the group Pr,s ` pd
1Z, 0q
is contained in the group of essential values of the cocycle under consideration.
Hence, we only need to notice that pϕprqpr¨q, ϕpsqps¨qq is not ergodic. Indeed, letrχpu, vq “ e2πip2s2u´2r2vq. It is not hard to see that
(50) 1 ‰ rχ P Λpϕprqpr¨q,ϕpsqps¨qq.
The result follows.
Proposition 7.8. Under the above assumptions on α, r and s, we have
HKr,s Ă QˆQ.
Proof. In view of Lemma 2.5, it follows that (cf. (50) in the proof of Proposi-
tion 7.7)
(51) rχ P HKr,s.
Now,
HKr,s “ pPr,s ` pdZ, 0qq
K
Ă PKr,s “
!
e2πipu,´
r2
s2
uqp¨,¨q : u P R
)
.
By (51), rχpd, 0q “ 1, whence e2πi2s2d “ 1 and hence d P Q. Now, pd, 0q P Hr,s
and if
e2πipdu´
r2
s2
u¨0q “ 1
then ud P Z and it follows that u P Q. Hence pu,´ r
2
s2
uq P Q ˆQ and the result
follows.
7.4 Regularity of pϕprqpr¨q, ϕpsqps ¨ `cqq
Proposition 7.9. Assume that α has bounded partial quotients and pr, sq “ 1.
Then:
(i) if c R Qα`Q then the cocycle pϕprqpr¨q, ϕpsqps ¨ `cqq is ergodic,
(ii) if c P Qα`Q then the cocycle pϕprqpr¨q, ϕpsqps ¨`cqq is regular, its group of
essential values Hr,s,c is cocompact of the form Pr,s`pdZ, 0q and H
K
r,s,c Ă
Q ˆQ.
Proof. Let us prove (i) first. For this aim, notice that
(52) ϕpsqpsx` cq “ Θspxq ´ pΨspx` cq ´ scq.
As before, we would like to study the limit points of distributions´
pΘr,Θsq
pqnq ´ pΨr,Ψsp¨ ` c{sqq
pqnq ´ p0, qnscq
¯
˚
, n ě 1.
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However, we can also consider distributions on the circle, namely´
e2πippa,bq¨ppΘr,Θsq
pqnq´pΨr ,Ψp¨`c{sqq
pqnq`p0,qnscqqq
¯
˚
,
with a, b P Zzt0u. Then
e2πippa,bq¨ppΘr,Θsq
pqnq´pΨr ,Ψsp¨`cqq
pqnq`p0,qnscqqq “ e2πippa,bq¨ppΘr,Θsq
pqnq`p0,qnscqqq.
Now, since α has bounded partial quotients and bsc R Qα ` Q, the sequence
pe2πiqnbscq, n ě 1, has infinitely many accumulation points. If d P T is any of
these accumulation points, this means that there is a line Pr,s ` pdm, 0q with
some m ‰ Zzt0u meeting Hr,s,c (cf. the proof of Lemma 3 in [32]). Since we
have infinitely many d at our disposal, Hr,s,c “ Rˆ R.
The proof of (ii) is much the same as the proof in case c “ 0.
7.5 AOP property for Rokhlin extensions given by affine
cocycles
Using Corollary 2.15, Proposition 7.9 and the fact that the group of eigenvalues
of S b S is the Cartesian square of the group of eigenvalues of S, we obtain the
following result.
Theorem 7.10. Assume that Tx “ x ` α with α irrational of bounded partial
quotients. Let ϕpxq “ x ´ 1
2
. Let S be any ergodic flow acting on a probability
standard Borel space pY, C, νq. If the group of eigenvalues of S on L20pY, C, νq
does not meet Q then Tϕ,S has the AOP property.
By replacing the base rotation T by its Sturmian model rT , we can view
ϕpxq “ x ´ 1
2
as a continuous function (see Subsection 7.1). Then for each
ergodic S “ pStq which has no non-trivial rational eigenvalues, we obtain Tϕ,S
uniquely ergodic, enjoying the strong MOMO property.
Corollary 7.11. For each pykq Ă Y , f P CpY q and each sequence pbkq Ă N
with bk`1 ´ bk Ñ8, we have
1
bK`1
ÿ
kďK
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ÿ
bkďnăbk`1
fpSϕpnqp0qykqupnq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇÑ 0, when K Ñ8,
for each multiplicative u : NÑ C, |u| ď 1. Here,
ϕpnqp0q “
npn´ 1q
2
α´
n
2
´
n´1ÿ
j“1
rjαs.
Assume that R is an ergodic automorphism of pZ,D, ρq. Consider its sus-
pension R˜ “ pR˜tqtPR, and change time in it:
Rt :“ rRβt.
The (additive) group of eigenvalues of R is the multiplication by β of the group
of eigenvalues of the suspension (for the suspension the group of eigenvalues is
the group for R meant as a subgroup of r0, 1q and then we add Z to obtain an
additive subgroup of R). We can choose β so that the group of eigenvalues of
R is hence disjoint from Q (mod the common element 0).
By considering suspensions (and their change of time as above), we obtain:
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Corollary 7.12. If R is an ergodic automorphism of pZ,D, ρq and β P R is such
that βepRq Ă Qc Y t0u then for each pzkq Ă Z, f P CpZq and each sequence
pbkq Ă N with bk`1 ´ bk Ñ8, we have
1
bK`1
ÿ
kďK
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ÿ
bkďnăbk`1
fpRrβϕ
pnqp0qsykqupnq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇÑ 0, when K Ñ8,
for each multiplicative u : NÑ C, |u| ď 1.
Finally, by taking suspensions over the rotation by 1 on Z{ℓZ, we obtain the
following.
Corollary 7.13. Let β P Qc be such that βepRq Ă Qc Y t0u. Then, for each
sequence pbkq Ă N with bk`1 ´ bk Ñ8, we have
1
bK`1
ÿ
kďK
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ÿ
bkďnăbk`1
e2πirβϕ
pnqp0qs{ℓupnq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇÑ 0, when K Ñ8,
for each multiplicative u : NÑ C, |u| ď 1.
7.6 The strong MOMO property for affine case
In Subsection 7.1 we have considered Tϕ,S as a uniquely ergodic automorphism
(whenever S is a uniquely ergodic flow). However, we have proved the AOP
property of Tϕ,S only for those flows S that have no non-trivial rational spec-
trum.
Consider a sequence of the form px, ykq Ă X ˆ Y . We have
1
bK`1
ÿ
kďK
¨˝ ÿ
bkďnăbk`1
δpTϕ,SqrnˆpTϕ,S qsnppx,ykq,px,ykqq
‚˛Ñ rρ,
when K Ñ8. It follows from the above that
1
bK`1
ÿ
kďK
¨˝ ÿ
bkďnăbk`1
δpT rnˆT snqpx,xq‚˛Ñ ρ,
that is, rρ is a lift of ρ. But px, xq is a generic point for an ergodic measure
(formally, we should have considered pT and pϕ), see Proposition 7.1), that is,
ρ P JepT r, T sq, so if we know that it has a unique extension to a joining of
pTϕ,Sq
r
and pTϕ,Sq
s
, the joining must be the relatively independent extension
of ρ (in other words, up to a permutation of coordinates, rρ “ ρb ν b ν).
Lemma 7.14. If β R Qα ` Q then pβ, βq is generic for an ergodic measure
ρ P JpT r, T sq, for which: for an arbitrary uniquely ergodic S acting on pY, C, νq
the only rρ P JpT rϕ,S , T sϕ,Sq, rρ|XˆX “ ρ is the measure ρb ν b ν.
Proof. Recall that the ergodic components of T r ˆ T s are of the form Ic :“
tpx, y ` cq : sx “ ryu. If pβ, βq P Ic then sβ “ rpβ ´ cq and c “
r´s
r
β, and
therefore c R Qα`Q. The claim follows from Proposition 7.9 and Corollary 2.13.
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It follows that we can now prove the counterparts of Corollaries 7.11-7.13
for the sequence
rϕpnqpβqs “
«
nβ `
npn´ 1q
2
α´
n
2
´
n´1ÿ
j“0
rβ ` jαs
ff
, n ě 1,
but with the absolute values replaced by parentheses. We have however, the
following result.
Corollary 7.15. Let u : NÑ C be a multiplicative function satisfying |u| ď 1
and ℓ ě 2. Then
1
M
ÿ
Mďmă2M
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1H ÿ
mďhăm`H
e2πirϕ
phqpβqs{ℓuphq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÑ 0
when H Ñ8, H{M Ñ 0.
Proof. Consider Ry :“ y ` 1 on Z{ℓZ and χpyq :“ e2πiy{ℓ. Then, by the above,
for each pbkq Ă N, bk`1 ´ bk Ñ8, and each choice of pykq Ă Z{ℓZ, we have
1
bk`1
ÿ
kďK
¨˝ ÿ
bkďnăbk`1
χpRrϕ
pnqpβqsykqupnq‚˛Ñ 0
when K Ñ8, that is,
1
bk`1
ÿ
kďK
χpykq
¨˝ ÿ
bkďnăbk`1
e2πirϕ
pnqpβqs{ℓupnq‚˛Ñ 0
whenK Ñ8. If ℓ ě 3, by choosing yk so that χpykq
´ř
bkďnăbk`1
e2πirϕ
pnqpβqs{ℓupnq
¯
belongs to the cone t0u Y tz P C : argpzq P r´π{3, π{3su (or, when ℓ “ 2, ob-
taining pχpykqq and arbitrary sequence of ˘1), we obtain
1
bk`1
ÿ
kďK
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ÿ
bkďnăbk`1
e2πirϕ
pnqpβqs{ℓupnq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇÑ 0
whenK Ñ8 (cf. [5]). Since pbkq was arbitrary, as in [6], we obtain our assertion.
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